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TO:

American Nuclear Society Special Session Participants,
Schedulers and Helpers

FROM:

Gerry Motl

SUBJECT: ANS Special Session, "WIPP: The Cornerstone to Cleanup
for the DOE Complex", American Nuclear Society Winter Meeting,
(,.,.ATEi"Llquerque;~~~~-M~xJca:·1\fo-vem6erT7~

This is a second memo to update speakers, schedulers and helpers on the
status of the special ANS session on WIPP scheduled this November.
Attached is the final list of the names of speakers and others who are involved in
the session. There are two slight changes from the previous memo. First,
Dr. Durand Smith, the New Mexico Science Advisor, will represent
Governor Johnson as a speaker. Secondly, Beth Hale was added to the list of
names as a local Albuquerque SAIC helper.
As a reminder, the session will be held in the Albuquerque Convention Center
from 4:00-6:00PM on November 17th. We envision that each participant will
make brief remarks (5-8 minutes) during the first half of the 2-hour session. Stan
will then open the session up to questions/comments from the floor. Since no
handouts or visuals are required, the speakers remarks can be candid and
reflect the up-to-date status of Vv'IPP as we find it in November. Vve expect a
stimulating session that will be of great interest to all ANS members and meeting
attendees.
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We are looking forward to a great session and really appreciate your
participation. If you have any questions, please call me at 513/721-2668. Stan
Hatcher and I look forward to seeing all of you in November!
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